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The large-format formwork sheet for superlative concrete finishes
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The large-format formwork sheet for superlative concrete finishes

The extra-hard-wearing coating of the Xface sheet, and the large sheet formats, make it possible to achieve a smooth, uniform concrete surface with only a small number of joints.

Premium concrete surfaces
ensured by special fibre-reinforced synthetic resin coating

- smooth, uniform concrete faces achieved by the sheet’s great resistance to scratching and vibrator damage
- no staining on the concrete surface, thanks to the durable synthetic resin coating
- the large sheet formats (2.02 m x 4.02 m and 2.02 m x 5.02 m) mean there are fewer joints
- no rippling, thanks to the sheet’s non-absorbent coating and high-grade edge seal

Easy to use
thanks to the sheet’s optimised characteristics

- does not splinter when nailed, or fray when being cut and drilled, due to the fibre-reinforced synthetic resin coating
- no release-agent needed when first used, and easy to clean, thanks to its excellent release properties
- optimised for being trimmed to smaller formats by its 2 cm oversize

The special coating of the Xface sheet makes for superb fair-faced concrete surfaces.